SUSTAINABILITY UPDATE
2016 SUMMARY

FOOD. PEOPLE. FUTURES.

From the President and CEO

Welcome to this summary version of our annual sustainability report,
which gives a snapshot of our progress in 2015

Sustainability is
embedded in our
business, our culture
and the expectations
of our customers

Food
We are driven by our vision
to make food safe and
available, everywhere.
Our innovative and marketleading food processing
and packaging solutions
are making that vision a
reality worldwide.

Sustainability goes hand
in hand with the Tetra Pak
brand promise – PROTECTS
WHAT’S GOOD™ – and the
three pillars on which it stands:
food, people and futures. Our
activities in all three areas over
the past year show just how
deeply sustainability is now
embedded in our business,
our culture and in the
expectations of our customers
and consumers.
Much of our work under
the first pillar, food, has
focused on finding sustainable
ways to feed a fast-growing
population, including
through the Dairy Hub
initiative and school feeding
programmes. The second

pillar, protecting people,
reflects our commitment to
our 23,500 employees and to
the communities where we
operate. The third, protecting
futures, covers the future of
our customers’ and our own
businesses, and the future of
the environment. In committing
to the Paris Pledge for Action,
joining the renewable energy
network RE100, supporting
the UN’s new Sustainable
Development Goals and signing
up to CE100, we send a clear
signal that we are taking a lead
in the area of sustainability.
This summary provides a
brief overview of our work this
year. I hope it will inspire you to
want to find out more.

People

Futures

We make social responsibility
a priority when it comes to
people. We seek to support
communities wherever
we operate, and provide
opportunities for our
employees around
the world.

We strive to play an active
role in shaping a better
future, supporting the
long-term success of our
customers’ businesses
and driving environmental
excellence across our
whole value chain.

2015 in figures

A selection of sustainability highlights from the past year

Food
9.1 billion Tetra Pak

packages of food or drink
reached over 70 million
children in 56 countries via
school feeding programmes

Our Sri Lanka Dairy
Hub has boosted
local milk collection
by 1100%, while
farmers’ incomes
have risen by an
average 190%

Our worldwide team of
80 aseptic performance
specialists work proactively
to prevent food safety and
quality issues arising

People
60% of our sites

worldwide now have
OHSAS 18001 certification

85% of employees

took part in our latest
engagement survey,
in line with the high
performance norm
Every Tetra Pak employee
has an average 2.5 days’
formal training each year

Futures
100% of our paperboard now
comes from FSC™-certified
and controlled wood sources
43 billion Tetra Pak
packages have now
been recycled

Since 2007, we have
delivered over
200 billion FSC™labelled packages

We have reduced
our emissions
by 15% while
the number of
packages sold has
increased by 16%
Since 2011, we
have produced over
6.4 billion caps made
from bio-based plastic

Around the world
A round-up of sustainability stories from across the Tetra Pak markets

USA

BENELUX

KOREA

PERU

SENEGAL & KENYA

MALAYSIA

JUST® water chose to launch
its premium spring water
in Tetra Top® carton bottle
with bio-based plastic, made
up of 82% materials from
renewable sources

Our support for the Qali
Warma school feeding
programme brings the
number of children reached
by food or drink in our
packages to 70 million

Tetra Pak is working
with the government of
the Netherlands to cut
food waste by increasing
consumer understanding of
‘sell by and ‘use by’ dates

New Dairy Hubs in Senegal
and Kenya are helping
smallholder farmers build
profitable businesses,
and developing robust
dairy value chains

A wide-ranging programme
including educating
consumers and improving
infrastructure is having a
positive impact on recycling
rates in Sejong City

Our long-running
partnership with Nestlé
and social enterprise EPIC
Homes is helping to provide
new homes for victims of
flooding in eastern Malaysia

Our approach to sustainability reaches beyond our own business
and incorporates our entire value chain.
Go to www.tetrapak.com/sustainability for more information.

